Phishing sites masquerade as copies of legitimate sites ("targets") to fool people into sharing sensitive information that can then be used for fraud. Current phishing defenses can be ineffective, with training ignored, blacklists of discovered, bad sites too slow to pick up new threats, and whitelists of knowngood sites too limiting. We have developed a new technique that automatically builds personalized lists of target sites (candidates that may be copied by phish) and then tests sites as a user browses them. Our approach uses cryptographic hashing of the browser's Document Object Model (DOM) of each page, providing a zero false positive rate and identifying more than half detectable phish in a controlled study. Since each user develops a customized list of target sites, our approach presents a diverse defense against phishers. We have prototyped our approach as a Chrome browser plugin called AuntieTuna, emphasizing usability through automated and simple manual addition of target sites and clean reports of potential phish that include context about the targeted site. AuntieTuna does not slow web browsing time and presents alerts on phishing pages before users can divulge information. Our plugin has been used by a few users for months and is open-source.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phish are fake websites that masquerade as legitimate sites, with the goal of tricking unsuspecting visitors to sharing sensitive information: their credentials, passwords, financial or other personal information (recently surveyed [16] ). In phishing, an adversary constructs a phishing site from target content drawn from a legitimate service used by the user. The phishing site fools the user (as a Trojan horse) into disclosing information that can then be exploited for identity theft, fraud, and to compromise other services.
Phishing is an increasing threat, with widespread opportunities as general public makes extensive use of the Internet for banking and electronic commerce. This threat is especially dire for financial services and sites with online payment and their users: an attacker can use stolen credentials to steal money or make fraudulent transactions. Sophisticated attacks also target specific individuals in spear phishing attempts, customizing email with personal information to draw individuals to specific Trojan-horse websites.
Phishing is sometimes seen as a problem of education and experience, raising the question: "why can't people just stop clicking on the bad links?" While studies show training can help [17] , training is expensive and time-intensive, and other studies show training provides more mixed benefits [5] . Moreover, the user-specific content in spear phishing exploits social pressures to encourage targets to set aside training and click. Even with training, ideally technical methods for antiphishing would assist users, both naïve and trained.
There are two classes of technical methods to intercept phishing attempts. Most browsers today detect potential phish-ing with URL blacklists such as the Google Safe Browsing API, PhishTank [22] , Is It Phishing [23] service, and the Netcraft toolbar [21] . The browser checks each website a web user visits against a list of known bad sites that is typically cached locally and refreshed regularly. While effective at stopping previously known threats, blacklists must react to new threats as they are discovered, leaving an inevitable period of vulnerability where users are vulnerable. Attackers exploit this gap by changing URLs for phishing sites frequently. Moreover, while blacklists may protect against common phishing sites, they are unlikely to track "pop-up" sites used for spearphishing against a small number of targeted victims.
Alternatively, whitelists can identify pre-determined websites as "known-good". Whitelists thus avoid the race to identify and add new phishing sites, but have their own delays in approving new sites, and by definition prohibits (or strongly discourages) use of sites off the list. This delay makes them too limited for many users.
Our goal is proactive and personalized detection of phishing websites. Our mechanism provides proactive in-browser testing of visited websites against likely phishing content, providing rapid defense with neither the delay of blacklist identification nor the strict constraints of whitelists. Each user can personalize the sites they visit and identify target content that might be used in phishing. Personalization customizes defenses and generates uncertainty in attackers, increasing protection against targeted, user-specific sites and spear phishing. Personalization can augment shared, centralized lists.
In this paper we introduce AuntieTuna, a web browser plugin that provides anti-phishing alerts as a user browses. Our approach includes a usable and simple mechanism for users to identify and customize protection against their own target sites. Our system indexes the target site's content and watches for this content to appear at incorrect sites as a sign of a active phishing. While prior work has visually compared good website layouts with potential phishing sites [27] , we focus on the content itself using cryptographic hashing. Our insight is that cryptographic hashing of page contents allows precise and efficient bulk identification of content reuse at phishing sites.
The contribution of this paper is to show that our precise phishing detection using cryptographic hashing and userpersonalized lists is both usable and effective. We emphasize usability through automated and simple manual addition of target sites and clean reports of potential phish that include context about the targeted site. Since each user develops a customized list of target sites, our approach presents a diverse defense against phishers. Our approach is precise, with zero false positives. We show that our algorithms detect a majority of phish, and is robust to several countermeasures, although it can be defeated by techniques such as a phishing site using only new images. AuntieTuna does not slow web browsing time and presents alerts on phishing pages before users can divulge information. A small number of alpha users have been using the browser extension, and we have released our extension and source code at https://ant.isi.edu/software/antiphish. Permission to freely reproduce all or part of this paper for noncommercial purposes is granted provided that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Reproduction for commercial purposes is strictly prohibited without the prior written consent of the Internet Society, the first-named author (for reproduction of an entire paper only), and the author's employer if the paper was prepared within the scope of employment. USEC '16, 21 II. RELATED WORK Given the importance of phishing, many anti-phishing solutions have been proposed. We build on prior experience in phish detection, and anti-phish user interfaces and education.
1) Automating Phish Detection: There are many different approaches to detecting phish. Anti-phishing blacklists, page heuristics, or a combination of both are used in browser toolbars [22] , [23] , [21] , but aren't always effective against phishing attacks [26] , performing poorly even when blacklists were kept up-to-date [28] . Our plugin proactively detects phish using target content from known good sites, thus avoiding the delay in updating and retrieving blacklists.
Machine learning can also used to detect phish. By converting a website's content [14] or URL and domain properties [20] into a set of features or feature vectors, machine learning can look for websites that are similar, but have anomalous properties, such as "right" content in the "wrong" place. Computer vision techniques [2] can also be used to visually match the images on visited webpages with the originals. While these techniques can detect new phish, their approximate matching risks many false positives, and their high computational requirements make them difficult to run on clients.
We instead employ precise content matching using hashing to avoid false positives, and to provide lightweight detection that can run in a client's browser without centralized support.
Other approaches measure the similarity of phish and original sites by looking at their content and structure. Similarities can be computed based on the website's visual features (text content, styles and layout) [19] , or object positioning in their Document Object Model (DOM) trees [24] , [27] . CANTINA [29] sends signatures based on the highest ranked words from the page's content through search engines and assumes valid content will be highly ranked in the results. Each of these approaches use approximate matching, while we instead apply cryptographic hashing to avoid false positives when detecting phish that reuse content from the original website.
Although not for phishing, CodeShield uses personalized whitelists to identify good PC-based applications [11] . Users must verify newly installed applications, and the process requires multiple steps to encourage careful review. We too apply personalized lists to antiphishing detection, but we emphasize fully automated or easy manual addition to the whitelist.
2) Anti-Phishing User Interfaces: User interfaces in antiphishing tools play an important role in determining whether a user clicks on phish after it has been detected. There is the need for clear, non-subtle visual indicators of security problems [10] . Zhang et al. [28] found that while some user interfaces used colored indicators to signal if a website was legitimate or phish, they also found a lack of meaningful user interaction once a warning has been presented. Egelman et al. [8] found that most users responded positively when active active warnings interrupt the user, prevent clear, recommended actions, and are not easily closeable. Inspired by this work, our active warnings follow these guidelines, interrupting the page and providing information on our choice and education.
Other approaches seek to prevent information disclosure by focusing on the site's login page. Dhamija and Tygar [7] propose using a memorable "visual hash" as a prominent graphical indicator that the site being accessed is secure and trusted. Google's Password Alert [13] binds together the known-good website and the user's login details; if the password is reused or entered in somewhere else, the user is warned about phish and asked to change their password. We instead focus on phish website detection; but our approach could be used with these alternatives.
3) The Role of User Education: Multiple studies explore why users are susceptible to phish, and user education against phishing attacks. For example, they encourage users to recognize indicators such as incorrect URLs or broken locks (TLS) that are around the main content that indicate something is amiss.
Herley et al. [15] found the mental costs in frequent evaluation of such indicators exceeds its benefits; users often perceive the consequences of getting phished as low and ignore warnings. Additional studies [17] , [18] showed that anti-phishing training for users was effective when provided immediately as the user clicks on phish in email and when done periodically. We follow these studies' recommendations by working silently without any requisite indicators and intervening with an active alert only when we detect a phishing website. We also point the user to resources where they can learn more about phishing and how to avoid falling victim to phishing attacks.
III. DESIGN FOR USER-CUSTOMIZABLE ANTI-PHISHING
Our anti-phishing system consists of three components: a browser-plugin watches websites a user tries to browse ( § III-D). Using our detection algorithms ( § III-B), it compares each new website against a list of target content by comparing cryptographic hashes: a detected phish will have a match in the content list and not be in a whitelist of knowngood sites. Finally, we allow users to personalize the list of target content ( § III-A), customizing a common list of well known phishing targets. We describe these approaches below and in § III-C highlight our choices that optimize usability. 
A. Identifying and Personalizing Target Content
A central goal of our approach is easy-to-use, per-user customization. Here we describe how and what information is collected, and in § III-C we discuss usability.
Detection is based on looking for target content in unexpected places. Users identify both target content and its expected locations by marking sites that may be targets for phishing using a simple web button ( Fig. 1 ). This button adds that site to the whitelist of known-good sites, and adds hashes that identify the content of that page to the list of target content. This approach is analogous to public key pinning [9] , and allows each user to build a custom list of sites they trust. (In § III-A we show how even this button can be automated.)
Once a site is marked as known-good, its content may evolve over time. We update our the content for known-good targets by opportunisticly rehashing these pages when a user revisits their URLs after some time.
We choose to build and store the whitelist and target content in each client, distributing detection and avoiding any centralized infrastructure. (Some blacklists or whitelists, like Google's Safe Browsing API or an HTTP proxy depend on centralized infrastructure and so require global network connectivity and infrastructure managed by a third-party.)
We expect to draw on both centralized and per-user whitelists and target content. Organizations may distribute target content lists, either generated centrally or aggregated from users.
But we expect user-customization to help build robust resistance to phishing in two ways. First, some sites offer userspecific "skins". For example, users an indicate a preferred background or color scheme in Google and Yahoo's websites. By selecting these specific versions of these popular sites users tune anti-phishing to their profiles. Second, individuals often access smaller sites that are specific to their behavior, yet are vulnerable sources to spear phishing. For example, a company may have an public-facing internal portal that requires authentication. By making each user's defenses more diverse and unique, we avoid a "monoculture" of anti-phishing filtering [12] , decreasing the effectiveness of bulk attacks.
We augment manual identification of pages with a fully automatic approach: every time a user agrees to save the password for a web page, we automatically mark that site as a phishing target. This approach leverages the existing indication of user trust (save my password) to provide a form of Trust On First Use [25] . We are in the process of integrating this method into our system; when deployed, it will provide protection without any need for user interaction (the button can be eliminated).
B. Processing Pages: Hashing and Detection
Our process of identifying target content and matching it against new pages to detect phishing uses cryptographic hashing. We first describe how this process is used to add a known good page to target content and the whitelist, then how it is used to check unknown content for potential phishing. We have explored the use of hashing previously to detect plagiarism and content duplication for advertising on the web [3] ; here we consider how it can be used specifically for anti-phishing.
1) Processing a Known-Good Page: When a web page is identified as known-good (as described previously, § III-A), we must record the content and the URL of that website. We place the URL on the whitelist. To track the content, to process a given web page we walk the page's DOM representation in the browser, breaking it into "chunks" delimited by <p> and <div> tags. (Other delimiters are possible, but we found these to be most effective). We remember the contents of each chunk 25 or more characters in length by computing its cryptographic hash with SHA-256 [1] (we filter out common, small-length chunks to avoid affecting our results). We then save the hashes on the client's local storage and add the URL to a whitelist of sites allowed to host this content.
In our current use, both sets are relatively small and is stored directly in the client. Efficient techniques such as Bloom filters allow very large sets to be compressed to fixed-size storage and compared very efficiently [4] .
The left part of Fig. 3 shows a known good page, with the PayPal login page taken on 2015-12-08 as an example. The truncated hashes of each DOM element are listed in the middle column (7667cd7, b3a4ac5, etc.).
Target content of some sites will evolve over time. Opportunistic recrawl keeps our record of those pages fresh: when a user re-accesses a page in the whitelist after some time, we use that opportunity to refresh our hashes of their content.
2) Processing Unknown Content: We process an unknown page for potential phishing in the same way: we walk the DOM, breaking it into chunks and computing the hash of each chunk. We then compare the number of chunks that match the list of target content. If the number of matches is greater than a threshold, we flag the webpage as suspected phish and actively prevent the user from accessing it (Fig. 2) .
The right page in Fig. 3 shows an actual PayPal phishing page we copied on 2015-12-08 (the URL has been obscured for privacy; the phish is no longer accessible as of 2015-12-10). Visually, the sites are identical to mislead a user. The red hashes in the middle indicate that this similarity was accomplished by copying graphical and text elements. In fact, not all of the duplication is visible-we detect duplication in a hidden error message div (indicated with dotted arrows). This duplication supports our automated detection.
Detection of a phish results in an overlay that obscures the content (Fig. 2) . The alert encourages users to back-off and gives links to web pages that can help them learn about phishing and avoid falling victim to phish. We also provide users with a link to the "most similar trusted page" as method of explaining why we distrust this page. We also allow an escape mechanism to handle false positives, but presented in a manner to discourage and caution its use (initially hidden under the "Advanced" option).
C. Design Choices for Usability
Our approach to maximizing the usability of our antiphishing methods is based on minimizing user interaction and no-knobs ("hands free") use. We adopt these goals based on studies which show that users reject security advice when it poses too great of a burden relative to its perceived benefits [15] , and the need for clear, non-subtle visual indicators of security problems [10] . These goals reflect in four design choices: full automation of building user-customized lists of target content, minimal controls for optional user additions, suppression of untrusted content, and some explanation and reasoning for that suppression.
First, we can fully automate user customization by integrating identification of target content with password storage, an existing method of managing trust. Although we optionally allow users to manually flag pages as target content, and organizations to distribute centralized lists of trusted sites, this automation customizes phishing defense for each user with no explicit effort. In addition, our manual interface is very simple: use one button to add a site (Fig. 1) .
We actively suppress the visited webpage if it is suspected phish. Prior studies have shown that users often ignore passive warnings [8] and continue through to dangerous content. We explicitly choose not to redirect the user to their intended website automatically, so as to discourage users from becoming complacent using phishing links.
Finally, rather than treat AuntieTuna as a black box, we provide the user some background about why we found the candidate site as a phish by including a link to the "closest trusted site". We provide this link as content, not as an assistance to redirect, and accompany it with links to information about phishing. 
D. Implementation of Anti-Phishing in AuntieTuna
Our plugin is implemented as an extension to the Google Chrome browser, written in JavaScript and using only the Chrome APIs. This section summarizes our implementation choices to operate with the security model for Chrome plugins [6] . We expect that our approach can port to other browsers.
AuntieTuna consists of three components (Fig. 4) : the Personalize Button, Page Watcher, and Storage Manager. In the Chrome model, these components run as a Browser Action, Content Script, and Core Extension, respectively.
1) Page Processing Workflow: Processing pages begins with users personalizing their list of target content by using the Personalize Button (located on the browser toolbar, Fig. 1 ) on known-good websites. Pressing the button signals to the Page Watcher to mark as known good and chunk the current webpage. The Storage Manager stores the resulting hashes and site URL in the list of target content and whitelist of knowngood sites, respectively. The appended list of target content is ready for use immediately.
The Page Watcher runs continuously in the background, watching for and processing unknown pages not found in the whitelist of known-good sites. When the page has rendered, the Page Watcher processes the page as described in § III-B and, if the page is suspected fish, injects an overlay (Fig. 2 ) on the current page to prevent the user from accessing it.
2) Platform-Specific Customizations: Implementing our browser plugin required changes to our discovery and detection methodology from our prior work [3] . Chrome's security model prevents our extension from accessing the raw underlying HTML of sites, but it does allow access to the parsed version of the page in the form of the page's document object model (DOM). Because the DOM is the processed (rendered) version of the underlying HTML, it can be modified by scripts on the page or other concurrent extensions, potentially reducing the accuracy of our phish detection mechanism. (We discuss this problem and possible countermeasures in § IV-B.) Additionally, the rendered DOM is browser-specific. Thus, the hashes in a given user's phishing target content may not apply to users of other browsers.
We generate and store all hashes and lists in the client browser, making our methodology completely self-contained, without dependence on outside infrastructure or processing, Our approach runs after page render time, imposing no increase in page render time. However, processing time provides a gap where users are briefly un-alerted about a potential phish attempt. In § IV-C we show that we are faster than user reaction time on PC-class hardware, but this gap will be larger on lowerend hardware such as tablets or mobile phones.
We can reduce classification time of unknown pages time by using Bloom filters to speed comparison of the contents of a new page against our list of target content. We can eliminate false positives that occur with Bloom filters with a two-tiered search: if a hash of some content chunk is "found" in the Bloom filter, do another search in the full list of target content. Since we expect most searches to return negative, the amortized cost of doing a full search is sufficiently negligible to maintain a zero false-positive detection rate. We have not yet implemented this optimization.
IV. EFFECTIVENESS OF PHISHING DETECTION To evaluate AuntieTuna, we consider its effectiveness today and in the face of potential countermeasures. We also examine its effects on browser performance and in our usage to date.
A. Evaluation of Phish Detection Accuracy
We now evaluate the effectiveness of the core algorithms of AuntieTuna. This is our first evaluation of DOM-based hashing, although it builds on our prior work evaluating duplication of HTML [3] . Since we do not have access to a large source of spam, we approximate this system as follows. We target PayPal phishing, and fill our target content list with current and recent PayPal U.S., U.K., and French home pages (Sept. 2014, plus Jan. 2012 to Aug. 2013) loaded from archive.org. We gather six variations on these three web pages, resulting in a target content list containing 311 distinct chunks longer than 25 characters.
We test AuntieTuna against a suspected phish stream of 2374 URLs drawn from from PhishTank [22] over 2 days (2014-09-24 and 2014-09-25). PhishTank is a crowd-sourced anti-phishing service. Since the lifetime of a phish is short, we automatically rip the target of each suspected phishing link. We compare each suspected phish against our target content list with our algorithm ( § III-B) with a detection threshold of one or more non-trivial chunks.
To evaluate ground truth, we manually examine the suspected phish stream and identify 124 (of the 1888) as PayPal phish attempts. We further identify 85 of the remaining sites as phish utilizing content from PayPal. Our mechanism detects 50 (58.8%) pages that pass the detection threshold: 42 are direct rips detected with no normalization applied, and an additional 7 are detected with whitespace normalization. Table I classifies the type of techniques each phishing site uses.
Without taking steps to defeat countermeasures, our approach has a fairly high false negative rate with a sensitivity of 58.8%. However, our targeted dataset has zero false positives and a specificity of 100%. This experiment suggests our approach is a valuable additional technical method to automatically block phishing attempts, at least against our sample. Evaluation against more diverse phished sites and use by more users is important future work. We next discuss hardening our approach to countermeasures.
B. Resisting Potential Countermeasures
While most phish copy much of the original site, other phish use different techniques to attack their targets, sometimes deliberately obscuring the source of their content. We discuss how these countermeasures affect the accuracy of our phish detection, and strategies to work around them.
All phish are constrained by the requirement that they must look very similar to the original. Most simply copy content from the original, prompting our approach. However, others obscure that content. A fair number of phish (39 of the 124 PayPal-appearing phish) replace the original content with images. Our approach cannot see through this concealment and we exclude these from our list of PayPal phish that are potentially detectable by our method. Fortunately, such sites can be obvious (for example, text is not selectable, or fonts vary by platform), and are subject to image analysis. We next focus on the 85 potentially detectable (non-imagebased) PayPal phish: of these we detect 50 phish (58.8%).
Sites can vary the original site's HTML slightly, replacing whitespace or making other changes that do not affect the visual result. The DOM passes some variations through, so we normalize whitespace as part of our processing, detecting 8 (9.4%) sites that we would otherwise miss. A phisher willing to mutate every element will evade our approach, however, we argue that such a phish would also appear suspicious (due to misspellings or awkward phrasings) and is more work to generate than cut-and-paste.
More challenging are sites that generate or obfuscate content dynamically with JavaScript to elude web crawlers that look for and process static HTML only. Because we parse the DOM after any JavaScript has run, we can see through this obfuscation. Manual identification showed 7 suspected PayPal phish (8.2% of detectable phish) that used JavaScript that we find in DOM-based analysis but not in HTML alone: we found all 7 of them.
A phisher could use use homographs (look-alike characters) in ASCII or Unicode (e.g., Greek ρ for "P") to spoof the original. Our approach cannot currently see through these techniques, although we could potentially normalize characters by shape just as we normalize whitespace.
Finally, we see a fair number (35 pages, 41%) of potentially detectable phish construct an original phishing site using only a small mount of content taken from the original site. We miss these phish, although we expect their deviation from target content makes them less believable.
We conclude that we miss a number of phish that use images or copy minimally from the target, however we detect more than half of phish with no false positives, thus providing a useful service. Wide use of our approach will of course cause phishers to move to other types of attacks or target the thresholds our tool uses. Personalization makes such coutermeasures difficult, but we would consider "raising the bar" by rip-andcopy attacks a partial victory.
C. Browser Performance with AuntieTuna
A concern with any plugin is that it slows the browsing experience, so we next examine the computation performed by our plugin. AuntieTuna introduces zero increase in page render time because we process the page only after it has finished rendering. Thus the performance of AuntieTuna is not about a "slower web", but instead about a potential gap between when the page is visible and when we detect it as phish. We run our benchmarks on four sites using Google Chrome (v47.0.2526.80, 64-bit, 2015-12-08) with the list of target content from § IV-A. We test on a PC running OS X 10.10.5 with an Intel i7-2760QM processor and 8 GB of memory.
In Table II we report mean and SD page render and AuntieTuna execution times taken from five runs. We find that our plugin's execution time ranges between 20-167 ms on each page. There is quite a bit of variation depending on the complexity of the page. Only for the highly-optimized Google home page does scan time approach page render time; in other cases it is small in relative to page render time. However, we again emphasize that analysis happens after rendering and in parallel with viewing, so user browsing is not affected.
A more serious concern is if we can put up a warning fast enough, before a user divulges private information, since they will see content while we process the page. Our longest scanning time is 167 ms; while this one-sixth of a second will be noticeable, we believe there are few users who could enter their information and click submit in this short amount of time.
A great deal of web use today occurs on less powerful hardware with tablet computers or mobile phones. We have not evaluated our plugin on these devices. While our plugin will be slower on slower computers, user data entry will also be slower. Porting our plugin to mobile devices is future work.
We conclude that AuntieTuna has no effect on web browsing performance on reasonably powerful hardware, and it runs fast enough to protect users.
D. Experiences in Real-World Usage
We have been using the browser extension continuously since March 31, 2015. So far the extension works reasonably well, detecting the known phish we use for testing without noticeably affecting the speed of normal browsing operations. We have not yet seen any real phish, nor any false positives. A larger and formal user study remains as future work. V. CONCLUSIONS This paper has described a new approach to phish detection and its realization in AuntieTuna, a Chrome browser plugin. We described our design decisions to make our approach easy to use, with automatic or simple manual addition of targets and clean reports of potential phish. We have shown our approach is precise (no false positives), that it detects a majority of phish in controlled experiments, and that it does not affect browsing speed and it presents alerts before users can divulge information. We have released our extension and source code on our website at https://ant.isi.edu/software/antiphish.
